HOW CAN WE TOGETHER CREATE A
GENERATION OF WILDLIFE WARRIORS IN
KENYA?

An Open Space Event held at
Brookhouse International School
Sat 4 July 2015
th

Creating structure is not something we need to do.
It happens all by itself.Harrison Owen

What is Open Space Technology?
The Wildlife Warriors event at Brookhouse School attracted nearly twice as many people as we expected. Though we
targeted young people from Nairobi, grandparents, teachers, and many grown ups from all corners of the country
including expatriates came.
This revealed a surprising level of interest in citizen participation. It also conﬁrmed that young people feel that their
views about wildlife conservation are as important as those of adults. Hundreds of recommendations about creating a
generation of Wildlife Warriors were generated which revealed some general ﬁndings. The participants said they:
1. Want more and guided educational visits to national parks to see and learn about animals in the wild not in cages.
2. Will be more interested in conservation and wildlife if it is entertaining (Drama and art) and involves technology,
innovation and problem solving (Science Fair).
3. Do not want conservation to be required in their curriculum. They want creative, hands on and adventurous ways of
learning.
4. Want free park entry for children below 12, underprivileged students, the physically and mentally challenged as well
as aged people over 60.
5. Believe that they can play a role in solving wildlife conservation challenges and want structures to make this possible.
6. Want the government to set aside funding for children focused conservation activities that allow for innovation
camps and ﬁeld attachments
In early November we will present the full report to the KWS, as well as the relevant organizations and individuals. We
will coordinate more open space events with key people who can implement the recommendations to ﬁnd ways of
turning these ideas into reality.
Simply put, Open Space is a method for holding meetings that means people self-organise. There are no speakers, no
set agenda and timings are loose. The people who come create the agenda on the day and they organise their own
discussion groups. They then set their priorities for continuing action at the end by using ‘dot democracy’ via coloured
stickers. Often a follow up group is formed at a higher strategic level where an action plan can be developed.
Open Space works best when: ‘a major issue must be resolved, characterised by signiﬁcant complexity and diversity, the
pressure of potential or actual conﬂict and a decision time of yesterday.’ (Harrison Owen, designer of Open Space
Technology)
So an Open Space event focuses on a key question that matters for the group or communities involved. The people who
come suggest topics for discussion around this question that matters to them – their passions – and they take responsibility for the discussions.
Both passion and responsibility are key to the success of Open Space. This means that each participant needs to make
sure they are contributing and/or learning at all times – if not, the ‘law of two feet’ or ‘the law of mobility’ means you
move on to another discussion which you can contribute to or learn from. Being self-organised means that you organise
your own time so that you get the most out of the event.
Harrison Owen developed and popularised Open Space from 1985. He worked in organisational change and held
international conferences every year. He noticed from evaluations that the best bits of conferences or meetings were
always the breaks so he aimed to create those kinds of conversations all the time. He drew on ways of holding meetings
that he saw in West Africa and in other traditional communities. So aspects of Open Space may feel familiar to you.
Since 1985 Open Space has been used a minimum of ninety thousand times in over 150 countries, involving millions of
people, for a huge variety of applications including product design, strategic planning, community organisation, public
health, environmental planning, professional development, and often as a fun but constructive method for resolving
conﬂict in youth groups or even families! Open Space Technology is uniquely able to unite groups of enormous diversity
in their education, ethnicity, economics, politics, culture, social position, or all of the above.
To ﬁnd out more visit: openspaceworld.org

Why create a generation of Wildlife Warriors?
With the rapid rate of development in Kenya, and the immense pressure this puts on the incredible natural heritage
within our borders, we felt that there is a great need to address the issue of wildlife and habitat conservation in
Kenya. The more we thought about it, and the more people we talked to about it, the more we became aware that we
were not alone – citizens of all ages and from hugely diverse sectors and communities shared our concerns but felt
frustrated because they didn't know who they could talk to, who would listen or how they could be involved in making
a real diﬀerence to the future of their heritage.
So we decided we would try to create a time and space for people to talk to each other and we thought that Open
Space Technology was the ideal forum for these conversations.

We initially asked people to save the date whilst we planned the details and logistics of holding such a huge ‘meeting’.
We had to design the ﬂyer and train volunteers in basic Open Space Technology so that they were
familiar with the format and knew what to do on the day. Sure enough, on the day they were brilliant!
We would need seats, computers and a printer for the actual work on the day, an AV system so that people could hear the
facilitator, activities for very young children and, crucially, refreshments and lunch to keep participants hydrated and
nourished while they got on with the hard work of thinking, talking, listening, negotiating and making sure their main points
were documented.
It was clear from the moment we started to advertise that we had struck a chord. We used email, social media and word of
mouth to let people know about the event and bookings ﬂooded in. We reached 200 very quickly and considered closing
registrations but it became obvious that there was a real passion for our theme and we didn't want to disappoint
anyone – we had bookings from distant towns and counties and were still getting enquiries! So we had a chat with Joyce
Gacheru, Anne Muiru and Catherine Chao, who were wonderful and happy to increase the participation to 300. As it
happened, despite there being a Diabetes March on Langata Road the same morning, we had 350 registered participants plus
at least 25 children, all actively engaged in conversations about the future of wildlife conservation.

This is what happened on the day.
There are four principles and one ‘law’ in Open Space Technology to help guide the creation of meaningful and
productive outcomes:
1. Whoever comes are the right people – if you're there it's because you care passionately about
the issue and can contribute to or learn from the discussions.
2. Whatever happens is the only thing that could happen - real learning/progress only happens when we move beyond
our original agendas. Don't be disappointed if you don't get what you want, stay open to ideas.
It was important for us that the focus of conversations was children and young people because the future is theirs. Many
will become educators, agriculturalists, politicians, lawmakers and CEOs in years to come. They will make decisions and lead
lives that will aﬀect our natural resources. Many of them will also be parents and grandparents. They want to be able to
share this land, in all its glorious nature, with their children and grandchildren.
We chose the name Wildlife Warriors because most people we spoke to expressed a strong desire for collective action to
ﬁght for the future of wildlife conservation.
We wanted lots of people to be able to come, at least 200, so we needed a big space. The ﬁrst place we thought of was
Brookhouse International School, because it has appropriate facilities and is used to holding big events, and because it’s
situated on the border of the Nairobi National Park, so in a way is an obvious venue. John O’Connor, the headmaster, listened to
our idea and immediately agreed to partner with us by oﬀering the school and some of its resources for the event. Not only
that, he felt it was important for children from deprived backgrounds in Nairobi to be able to visit their National Park, which
is impossible without a vehicle or funds, so he oﬀered the use of a Brookhouse School bus one Saturday every month and
will encourage other well-resourced schools to do the same. What a Wildlife Warrior!
So we had a venue and we decided on Saturday the 4th of July, the day after the end of term. But we didn't want it to end
there – we wanted what people said to be heard by the people who could make a diﬀerence. Enter Richard Leakey, Chair of
Kenya Wildlife Service. An original Wildlife Warrior, he agreed to read this report of the event and will consider supporting
the implementation of recommendations if they are reasonable, realistic and can be done within budgetary constraints. As
you will read later in this report, many recommendations can be implemented simply by putting the right people together
and need not put pressure on KWS ﬁnances. Using Open space Technology, Wildlife Warriors can form groups that
self-organise to raise funds to put some of their ideas into action. All they may need from KWS is support in the form of
endorsement.

3. Whenever it starts is the right time – creativity and passion are essential for success and neither pay attention to
the clock. Being ‘on time’ is no guarantee that anything useful will take place.
4. When it's over, it's over – the talking may not take long, that's okay, move on to another group. If you're not
interested in what a group is talking about anymore, or you’ve said everything you want to say, use the ‘law of two
feet’ or the ‘law of mobility’ and move to a diﬀerent group to talk about something else.

Whatever happened was the only thing that could happen

Whoever came were the right people

The participants listed above created the agenda for the various discussion groups and took responsibility for hosting
the groups, contributing to the discussions and/or learning from them, and documenting recommendations reproduced below:

TOPIC: ARTS AND CULTURE
CONVENOR: PETER MUTHEE
WHO WAS THERE
1. Hidaya
2. Rhoda
3. Peter
4. Evans
5. Karen
6. Marvin
7. Mark

8. Naima
9. Grace
10. Debre
11. June
12. Jackline
13. Said

RECOMMENDATIONS
Agnes Koima,
Akshay Vishwanath,
Albert Junior,
Ali Lempasao Lepalo,
Alice Gachinga,
Amos Baari,
Andrew Litei,
Angela Mbone,
Ann Wambui Kigamba,
Anne Wughanga Olila,
Audrey Mugeni,
Austin Akondo,
Babu Mutugi,
Barbara Makena,
Bauwa Alambo,
Beatrice Ngugi,
Becky Mwatha,
Beldin Otieno,
Benson Kweya,
Billy Muleshe,
Bonface Ogego,
Bradley Okwemba,
Bravo Mercel,
Brenda Kamara,
Brian Mutunkei,
Brian Nyagah,
Bryaon Oluoch,
Carole Akoth,
Chief Nyamweya,
Chris Kiarie,
Chrisanths Ouma,
Christine Mukuhi,
Christopher Tanguri,
Claire Cook,
Connie Makandi Kithinji,
Cynthia Nyongesa,
Cynthia Sian Sayialel,
Daisy Waithira Njenga,
Dailash Chebet,
Daisy Njenga,
Dancan Mukhori,
Daniel Kariuki,
Daniel Nguru,
Daniel Njuguna,
David Drinkard,
David Gacheru Mundia,
David Juma,
David Kariuki,
David Mulwa,
David Nderitu Mbugua,
David Nesbithm,
David Obai,
David Wanyama,
Deabel Otieno,
Debora Odenyo,
Debora Osebe,
Denis Kiplagat,

Dennis Otieno,
Denzel Mboya,
Derrick Lukase,
Diana Amondi Oyugi,
Dino J. Martins,
Dmitry Kornilov,
Dominic Wanjihia,
Edwin Muchemi,
Elsie Kariuki,
Elvis Kibet,
Emmanuel Turere,
Enocka Odongo,
Elizabeth Kisoro,
Eric Wanderi Ruhi,
Esther Masika,
Esther Mueni,
Evans Omondi,
Evelyne Ngugi,
Evelyne Mukami,
Evelyne Wambui Wanjiku,
Everlyn Wanjiru Irungu,
Faiza Said,
Felistus Suter,
Francis Kago Kamau,
Francis Wasebobe,
Fredrick Odhiambo ,
Fredrik Kamau Njau,
Geoﬀrey Nelson Omondi,
George Mutero,
Gitonga Wandai,
Gloria Ngare,
Godﬀrey Mwangi,
Grace Muita,
Grace Njenga,
Grace Waiguchu,
Greger Herda,
Gura Eﬀendija,
Hajila Meria,
Halima Msaji Suleiman,
Harrison K. Simotwo,
Henry Kimathi,
Henry Osure,
Hidaya Muthama,
Hugh Ayara,
Idah Mwongeli,
Imani Ogana,
Immaculate Mwololo,
Ivix Dennis Kioi,
Ivy Jemutai,
Ivy Ng'iru,
Jacinta Emitewe,
Jackson Ombiri Shadrack,
Jackyline Adhiambo,
James Leteipa,
James Mangoiga,
James Ndungu,
James Omondi,

Jamestone Njuguna,
Jane Mich,
Japhet Lenguro Karetti,
Japheth Nyauncho,
Jennifer Nzembi Mutuku,
Jeremy Ondeng' ,
Jesse Khaoya 15 Yrs,
Jesse Ngugi,
Jewel Omollo,
Jim Karani,
Jim Nyamu,
Joan Kariuki,
Joan Wanjiru Kariuki ,
Joel Drums,
John Henry,
John Kisimir,
Jolly Bridgit,
Jonathan Odongo,
Jonathan Ole Sairowua,
Joseph Kanyi,
Joseph Maina,
Joseph Mwangi,
Joseph Nyamasyo,
Joseph Wahome,
Joy Kahumbu,
Joyce Titus,
Julia Wangechi,
Julie Khaoya,
June Mgawira,
Justus Kithi Tsofa,
Kaila Gejke,
Karen Agabe,
Kari Mutu,
Katana Mbaya,
Kelvin Kipkirui,
Kenneth Oyier,
Kevin Bulimo,
Kevin Mwangi,
Kevin Njengu,
Kevin Omondi Owino,
Kevin Somoire,
Kiarie Simon Esther ,
Kitty Ondeng',
Lara Cook,
Laura Kituri,
Leah Wairimu,
Lelit Titus,
Lemargeroi Saruni,
Lilian Mbula,
Lillian Ngugi,
Lisa Ndegwa,
Lisa Nesbitt,
Lumumba Claud Litswa,
Lynda Gacheru,
Malkia John,
Marion Adhiambo,
Marion Satia,

Mark Muthama,
Marley Sianto Sikawa.
Martin Mwashigadi,
Marvin Oyewndo,
Mary Appophia,
Mary Stella,
Maryanne Gikaru,
Maryanne Njuguna,
Menga Milla,
Mercy Kieitch,
Mercy Marine,
Mercy Njoroge,
Merryhope Wanjiru,
Michael Macharia,
Michele Fadelli,
Mike Chege,
Mitchele Nyaboke,
Mitchelle Karush,
Monica Waigwa,
Monicah Wangare,
Moniko Gejke,
Moses Otieno,
Movin Akinyi,
Mukaby Mukabane,
Naima Anza,
Nancy Matseshe,
Naomi Jepchichir Ronoh,
Nelly Nteiye,
Nelson Mwangi,
Nick Kanali,
Njambi Maingi,
Octopizzo,
Ogutu Dennis,
Orimba Victor,
Otianya Hesborn,
Patricia Mwaura,
Patrick Kamotho,
Patrick Nyakore,
Paul Mugo,
Paula Kahumbu,
Paula Maina,
Pauline Kajuju,
Peter Kinywa,
Peter Muthee,
Phoebe Manyonge,
Quinter Akinyi,
Rahamyah Ondeng',
Red Rose School Kibera,
Rerai Thiga Stephen,
Resson Kantai Duﬀ,
Rhoda Adhiambo,
Richard Mogire,
Richard Turere,
Risper Achieng,
Robert Kaai,
Robert Karuiki,
Roz Kahumbu,

Ruth Ngure,
Sai Musa,
Salome Mukole,
Samayian Mutunkei,
Samuel Oluoko,
Sarah Kutahi,
Sarah Omusula,
Sebastian Kioli ,
Sharon Cherotich,
Shelmith Nyawira,
Simon Mwangi,
Soila Sayialel,
Sophia Abdallah,
Sophia Nasieku,
Stella Adenyi,
Stephen Kimayo,
Stephen Wanyonyi,
Stephene Ndirangu,
Steve Biko Omolo,
Su Kahumbu Stephanou,
Sun Cho,
Susan F Murugi,
Susan Wangechi,
Sylvia Muthoni,
Tabitha Muthoni,
Taiko Lemayian,
Takeo Tokunari,
Taro Crozee,
Teresa Mila,
Terry Oduor,
Timpiyian Kisimir,
Tomoko Nishino,
Tony Kinyanjui,
Tracy,
Valerie Noblet Osodo,
Val Munini,
Vallerie Achieng,
Veronica Wangui,
Victor Kibet,
Victoria Wangui,
Vincent Ontita,
Vivian Njogu,
Wanjiku Gaturi,
Warren Migiro,
Washo Fiona,
Wekesa Zablon,
William Kemsop,
Winnie Aluko,
Winnie Kiiru,
Wyclife Samore,
Yochanan Ondeng',
Yuqing Huang ,
Yvette Mitchelle,
Yvonne Nyanjom,
Zara Sher

1. Describe animals through art.
2. Make banner designs for awareness.
3. Use art to discourage negative cultures e.g. where Maasai’s kill
lion to show transition to warriors.
4. Use art to create peaceful coexistence between animals and
humans.
5. Increase employment and motivation of rangers.
6. Use art for public awareness.

TOPIC: CONSERVATION
CONVENOR: ESTHER MUENI
WHO WAS THERE:
1. Elvis Kibet
2. Stephine Gathua
3. Dennis Ogutu
4. Victor Orimba
5. Michel Karush
6. Moses Otieno
7. Bryan Ributhu
8. Sylvia Njeri
9. Mukabi Mukabane

Recommendations

1. Government should employ more personnel to take care of our wildlife.
2. The government should invest more in technology for monitoring wildlife.
3. The president should lead by example in enforcing laws that protect our wildlife.
4. To increase the number of game rangers.
5. Better salary for wardens.
6. Employ more professionals to manage our wildlife.
7. Implement policies to protect our wildlife.
8. Use of technology in monitoring our wildlife.
9. Sharing beneﬁts from wildlife and tourism.
10. Diversifying our tourism products to reduce stress on wildlife.
11. The government should set aside a speciﬁc date every year where people are educated about wildlife.
12. The government should ensure the local communities beneﬁt from wildlife through tourism.
13. The government should provide total security to endangered species

TOPIC: WHAT CAN CHILDREN DO

TOPIC: CONSERVATION INNOVATION AMONG THE YOUTH

CONVENOR: PAULA KAHUMBU

CONVENOR: PAULA KAHUMBU

WHO WAS THERE

WHO WAS THERE

1. Quinter Akeyel
2. Mercy Njoroge
3. Naima Amza
4. Jennifer Mutuku
5. Joseph Maina
6. Zablon Wekesa
7. Halima Suleiman
8. Patric Njoroge
9. Carrison Shamala
10. VirginaTundo
11. Ruth Muthoni

Recommendations

7. Joel Drum
8. Jay Leteipa
9. Connie Makandi
10. Bradle Okwemba
11. Shelminth Nyawira
12. Lisa Gachambi
13. Elvis Kibet
14. Hidaya Muthama
15. Sylvia Njeri
16.Said Musa
17. Gura Efendija

1. Use science congress to challenge young people to develop solutions or substitutes of wildlife products.
2. Create awareness of products released to the market that are substitutes of wildlife products.
3. Innovate ideas on how to make use wildlife when they are still alive.
4. Give young people opportunities of being involved in bio-prospecting.
5. Opportunities for international networking especially for products with international markets.
6. Integrate innovations with international research institutes for further development and adoption.
7. Empower conservational institutions to lobby for funds from governments and donors.
8. Social media and conservation.
9. Inclusion of environmental education in school curriculum.
10. Extra curriculum activities based on conservation.
11. Sponsoring of students who do well in wildlife conservation activities.
12. Involve university students more in wildlife conservation activities.
13. Introduce environmental conservation activities in schools.
14. Allocation of funds for conservation activities.
15. Legislate a levy from tourism speciﬁcally for innovation in conservation.
16. Sharing of revenue generated from tourism with communities living with wildlife.
17. Public harambees to raise money for conservation innovations.
18. Reduce park fees to encourage local tourism.
19. Encourage kids to be more innovative by supporting their existing ideas.
20. Find ways to help people with disabilities in conservation programmes.
21. Provide specialized guides- Brail/hearing aids to aid the disabled in learning conservation.
22. Establish ambassadors of wildlife conservation coming from the community of people living with disabilities.
23. Dedicate resources that ensure enough education for sustainable development.
24. Create more employment opportunities within the wildlife sectors. A certain percentage of all recruits should be of
people living with disabilities.

1. Makandi
15. Maumo
2. Efendija
16. Msaji
3. Ziahra
4. Tundo
5. Leteipa
6. Ngure
7. Njoro
8. Nyakore
9. Mutuku
10. Mitchelle
11. Kanyi
12. Maumo

Recommendations

13. Zahra
14. Adhiambo
17. Gathua
18. Nyawira
19. Kibet
20. Akeyel
22. Muthama
23. Obwara
24. Nyaga
25. Amza
26. Ributhu
27. Okwemba
28. John
29. Musa

1. Minimum allocation of funds to be deﬁned for national conservation activities.
2. Legislate a levy from tourism speciﬁcally for innovations in conservations.
3. A proportion of revenue generated by beneﬁts sharing by parks and reserves to county governments to be allocated
for conservation and implementation.
4. Industries that supply education school materials should appeal to schools via contributions towards innovation in
conservation implementation.
5. Public harambees to raise money for conservation innovations.
6. Create innovation ambassadors in every community to raise awareness to innovations that could be self-funded by
the communities.
7. Tackle corruption and misuse of existing funds as well teach kids the evils of corruptions.
8. Encourage kids to be more innovative by supporting the already existing ideas then turn the ideas into business to
generate funds.
9. Introducing environmental education in basic classes as co-curricular, not tested in exams but there should be
competition to show commitment.
10. .Just like drama festivals, there should be i.e. eco-fest at the end of the year in the environmental clubs to motivate
the members of conservation.
11. .Sponsoring the students who do well in their projects science congresses.
12. University students to indulge in environmental projects that would aim to ﬁnd solutions to environmental problems and award the projects.
13. Ownership of the projects i.e. adopting a river to clean, learning the ecological importance upstream and downstream.
14. Use of cartoons in teaching about environmental conservation; local channels should embrace environmental
shows that instil educational knowledge and conservation to the children.
15. Involve students mostly campus students in environmental awareness i.e. going to forests to pick up waste.
16. Integrate environmental education in all courses in campuses and other levels of learning.
17. Appreciate young upcoming environmental activists.

TOPIC: DEALING WITH THE MARKET FOR WILDLIFE PRODUCTS

TOPIC: ROLE OF DESIGN IN CONSERVATION

CONVENOR: KANAKO

CONVENOR: ZABLON

WHO WAS THERE

WHO WAS THERE

1. Anna waghanga
2. Hajila kimeria
3. Takeo Tokunari
4. Sunny

1. Makandi
15. Maumo
2. Efendija
16. Msaji
3. Ziahra
4. Tundo
5. Leteipa
6. Ngure
7. Njoro
8. Nyakore
9. Mutuku
10. Mitchelle
11. Kanyi
12. Maumo

Recommendations

1. Show statistics of rates on poaching and traﬃcking in Kenya.
2. National advocacy through social media
3. Volunteer with conservation organizations to raise awareness.
4. Use traditional media to create adverts that enlighten the market
5. Train relevant bodies e.g. KRA and the ports on implementation of wildlife crime policies.
6. Eco-tourism rating
7. Wildlife crime policy Implementation needs to be done seriously
8. Better Planning.
9. Distribute beneﬁts.
10. Control planning.
11. Sustainable development.

DEMAND
Media, Comics.
Marketing replacement for Ivory.
Associate Ivory with bad luck or death.

SUPPLY

Teach children or Young generation.
Eco - clubs at school (wildlife clubs).
Community engagement.
Penalty.

EDUCATION
Curriculum.
CBC.

DEVELOPMENT

POLICY

Recommendations

13. Zahra
14. Adhiambo
17. Gathua
18. Nyawira
19. Kibet
20. Akeyel
22. Muthama
23. Obwara
24. Nyaga
25. Amza
26. Ributhu
27. Okwemba
28. John
29. Musa

1. Minimum allocation of funds to be deﬁned for national conservation activities.
2. Legislate a levy from tourism speciﬁcally for innovations in conservations.
3. A proportion of revenue generated by beneﬁts sharing by parks and reserves to county governments to be allocated
for conservation and implementation.
4. Industries that supply education school materials should appeal to schools via contributions towards innovation in
conservation implementation.
5. Public harambees to raise money for conservation innovations.
6. Create innovation ambassadors in every community to raise awareness to innovations that could be self-funded by
the communities.
7. Tackle corruption and misuse of existing funds as well teach kids the evils of corruptions.
8. Encourage kids to be more innovative by supporting the already existing ideas then turn the ideas into business to
generate funds.
9. Introducing environmental education in basic classes as co-curricular, not tested in exams but there should be
competition to show commitment.
10. .Just like drama festivals, there should be i.e. eco-fest at the end of the year in the environmental clubs to motivate
the members of conservation.
11. .Sponsoring the students who do well in their projects science congresses.
12. University students to indulge in environmental projects that would aim to ﬁnd solutions to environmental problems and award the projects.
13. Ownership of the projects i.e. adopting a river to clean, learning the ecological importance upstream and downstream.
14. Use of cartoons in teaching about environmental conservation; local channels should embrace environmental
shows that instil educational knowledge and conservation to the children.
15. Involve students mostly campus students in environmental awareness i.e. going to forests to pick up waste.
16. Integrate environmental education in all courses in campuses and other levels of learning.
17. Appreciate young upcoming environmental activists.

TOPIC: SOCIAL MEDIA AND CONSERVATION

TOPIC: TECHNOLOGY AND RESEARCH

CONVENOR: PAULA KAHUMBU

CONVENOR: HAJILA

WHO WAS THERE

WHO WAS THERE

1. Mutuku
2. Maina
3. Kanyi
4. Mitchelle
5. Nyakore
6. Maumo
7. Halima
8. Muthoni
9. Leteipa
10. Tundo

1. Wanjiku
2. Kevin
3. Quinter
4. Anna
5. Phoebe
6. Carole

11. Joel
12. Efendija
13. Ziahra
14.Wekesa
15. Odhiambo
16. Shamala
17. Musa
18. Ouma
19 .Akeyele
20. Amza

Recommendations

1. Use of hashtags on a speciﬁc topic on conservation. Tagging on tweets, retweets for dissemination of information,
use of instagram
2. Conservation bloggers
3. Use of celebrities to be ambassadors and set a trend. i.e. show ‘uncooliness’ in the use of those trophies, example
Jackie Chan
4. Integrate the information about the already done works with the community through the media, i.e. Facebook pages
(Share success stories not just doom and gloom side of conservation to give hope)
5. Instil and educate the children/the youth on animal behaviour; they can have skits/plays, TV shows to educate the
other kids.
6. Use of local stations to give a minute information for conservation before bulletins.
7. Media to cover all poaching stories and bombard the authorities responsible (Spread the news)
8. Use of proﬁle picture conveying information with speciﬁc conservation messages, use of whatsapp
groups and conservation related status updates.
9. In schools, use of noticeboards, articles posted on newsletters that will be published on daily
newspapers
10. Design phone icons/applications and animation sounds instead of polyphonic sound tunes.
11. Share of information through comic books (Conservation info)

Recommendations

1. Tagging and using collars to protect endangered species
2. Use Geospatial science to track wildlife movements
3. Use of drones if approved to do game park monitoring
4. Integrate and improve ICT in wildlife sector
5. Establish conservation library programmes for kids
6. Design conservation animations/cartoons for kids
7. YouTube or online channels showing the life of a ranger highlighting/showcasing and promoting rangers in good light
8. Packaging, branding and marketing our local products in a way that promotes our local heroes, rangers and
elephants on billboards etc. Images that relate to the public that they will be attracted to, themselves, billboards,
welcome pack, cups/mugs etc.
9. Introduce an NYS wildlife conservation sector and program (Not just cleaning and disaster management)
10. Ideal ranger qualities: General knowledge, local and cultural knowledge, customer relations in order to aid and
inform a tourist, basic biology, basic high school knowledge should be a minimum for their education (Times have
changed and technology has increased and improved)
11. Students study to pass exams - teachers should focus and put emphasis on the curriculum that encourages them to
learn as opposed to studying to pass and cram temporary information. E.g. forestry, deforestation, wildlife conservation, wetland and river line areas, marine and mangrove, ASALs, all habitats need to be introduced or emphasized in
the curriculum

TOPIC: USE OF TECHNOLOGY TO CURB POACHING

TOPIC: CONSERVATION OF ENDANGERED SPECIES OF ANIMALS AND PLANTS

CONVENOR: ZABLON

CONVENOR: DERICK LUKASE

WHO WAS THERE

WHO WAS THERE

1. Evans
2. Geoﬀrey
3. Peter
4. Jeremy
5. Karen

1. David
2. Ogutu
3. Gathuha
4. Tundo
5. Kibet
6. Mukabane

Recommendations

1. Use of Microchip transmitters to monitor wildlife
2. Use of sirens to alert rangers of poachers
3. Use Google earth to monitor wildlife
4. Documenting and monitoring suspected poachers
5. Tracking calls made around the park
6. Surveillance at park exits
7. Monitor social media and duties along the park

Recommendations

7. Njuguna
8. Chepkemboi
9. Mueni
10. Otinya
11. Njeri
12. Orimba

1. Preparation of gene banks mainly for endangered species of animals and plants
2. Altering the genetic composition of some animals such as elephants and rhinos to reproduce individuals without
ivory or rhino horn to discourage poachers
3. Artiﬁcial insemination for breeding endangered species
4. Implement strategies to control human wildlife conﬂict
5. Introduce wildlife conservation in school curriculum
6. Lower park entry fees
7. Use of indigenous knowledge in conservation
8. Protect wildlife habitats from degradation
9. Creation of buﬀer zones
10. Teaching of wildlife conservation should be mandatory
11. There should be sustainable development in protected areas
12. Use of social media in creating awareness about wildlife conservation
13. Encourage manufacture of bio degradable materials
14. Protection of migratory corridors from human encroachment is a key in solving human wildlife conﬂict

TOPIC: HOW TO INCREASE TOURISM IN KENYA

TOPIC: RANGERS

CONVENOR: JOSEPH

CONVENOR: NELSON, WILLAM, HAJILA

WHO WAS THERE

WHO WAS THERE

1. Oluoko
2. Moniko
3. Ngugi
4. Nyamasijo
5. Kioli
6. Achieng
7. Mulwa
8. Nyau
9 .Ouma
10. Juma
11. Tsofa

1. Lara
2. Victoria
3. Claire
4. Bradley
5. Hajila
6. Kisimir
7. Jim
8. Ann
9. Esther
10. Stella

Recommendations

1. Appreciating wildlife by rangers, citizen, government and NGOs
2. Educating rangers on wildlife matters and community participation
3. Taping and exploiting rangers talents and abilities
4. Rangers should be trained on ecology
5. Community conservation practices
6. Give rangers comfortable life
7. Prevent corruption among rangers
8. Give rangers a voice through which to reach out to the public
9. Sharing of research knowledge by rangers
10. Equip game rangers with better technology
11. Establish rangers mentorship programs that takes in youth from primary and high school to help educate them
further
12. Introduce a NYS wildlife conservation sector and program
13. Have rangers with ideal knowledge
14. Packaging our local products in a way that it promotes our local rangers and elephants

1. Communities need to know about wildlife before we can expect them to protect it
2. Priority must to educate communities around parks on value of the parks
3. School children must be introduced to the parks at early stage
4. Reduce park fees and accommodation to Kenyans
5. Introduce local marketing
6. Increase local campaigns on wild animals
7. Proper compensation of human wildlife conﬂict

Recommendations

TOPIC: FILMS AND MEDIA

TOPIC: HOW TO INCREASE THE NUMBER OF WILD ANIMALS

CONVENOR: ANN, ROSEMARY

CONVENOR: OBAI

WHO WAS THERE

WHO WAS THERE

1. Jonathan
2. Elsie
3. James
4. Zablon
5. David
6. Kevin
7. Carolyne
8. Njambi
9. Hugh
10. Merryhope
11. Christopher
12. Grace
13. Julie

Recommendations

14. Jim
15. Bradley
16. Billy
17. Omondi
18. Monica
19. Lisa
20. Everlyne
21. Diana
22. Rosemary
23. Sharon

1. Wildlife animations in mainstream media
2. Journals on wildlife, newspapers for entertainment and educate
3. Environmental clubs should be made
4. Have student take courses on wildlife in schools
5. Create the demand to wildlife and environment to the media
6. Change our proﬁle photos to wildlife photos
7. Environmental stories and script writing
8. Website communication
9. Social media, blogging, hashtags,
10. Wildlife ﬁlm Screenings in local cinemas/theatre
11. Media involvement, local ﬁlms
12. Dedicated channels for wildlife
13. adverts mainstreaming environmental issues
14. Create Kenyan wildlife ﬁlm festivals
15. Corporate social responsibility on wildlife by the media
16. Government to prioritize wildlife ﬁlming funding
17. Write interesting stories on wildlife and environment
18. Documentation on the beneﬁts of wild animals
19. Pay the media to air issues on wildlife
20. Change mind sets from media
21. Media training on the importance of wild animals
22. The media of Kenya should super head the positivity of wildlife

1. Jesse
2. David
3. Jeremy
4. June
5. Peter
6. Geoﬀrey
7. Omondi
8. Kenneth
9. Evans
10. Debbie

Recommendations

1. Develop new breeding methods e.g. artiﬁcial insemination
2. Control game park pollution
3. Proper healthcare and nutrition for wild animal
4. Conserve animal habitats
5. Avoid introduction of new animal species into an existing ecosystem
6. Strict laws on poaching
7. Government should provide a correct alternative to poachers

TOPIC: PLANING AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

Your messages to H.E. Uhuru Kenyatta

CONVENOR: BARBARA AKSHAY
WHO WAS THERE
1. GITONGA
2. KEVIN
3. JOHN
4. WANJIKU
5. EVERLYNE
6. IVY
7. ALI
8. IMMACULATE
9. CAROLE
10. IMAI
11. NAOMI
12. PHOEL

13. EDWIN
14. VYONE
15. JULIA
16. VERONICA
17. WINIE
18. MITCHELLE

Recommendations

1. Empowering the voice of voluntary groups
2. Targeting the right people with our messages
3. Land use planning, introduce the stakeholders especially indigenous communities
4. Tackling growth, high population leads to wildlife distraction

TOPIC: Education
CONVENOR: HENRY
WHO WAS THERE
1. Valene
2. David wanyama
3. Wangare
4. June
5. Michele
6. Warren
7. Karen

Recommendations

1. Door to door mission
2. Blogs
3. Adverts
4. Banners
5. Sports activities
6. Schools curriculum
7. Local media
8. Television/radio programmes
9. Churches and agricultural trade shows
10. Celebrities
11. Rehabilitated poachers

Throughout the day messages to the President were written by participants on post-it notes and displayed. Most are
individual views, some represent schools or groups – these are indicated in italics
(Please note, we have reproduced the messages as written, to maintain the sentiment and passion; however, with a
small number we have added punctuation to aid clarity.)
What the president can do……..tighten the security around our elephants.
You’re Excellency, ‘Stand up! Shout out! Let's ﬁght for what we believe.’
We are proud of you Our President but wildlife ﬁrst.
Mr President: Protect the resources, they belong to all Kenyans.
The future is in our hands.
How shameful are the poachers!
Dear Mr President, if the SGR has to pass through Nairobi National Park, could you kindly also allow it to pass through
Statehouse Nairobi. Green Generation Association
You’re Excellency. We urge you to fund conservation organisations in order to ﬁght poaching.
Elephant tusks and rhino horn is illegal as always since the Moi era.
Wildlife conservation is key in preserving our national heritage.
This is the change we want.
Together we shall protect our Wildlife. Kibera School for Girls
Heart wildlife
@UKenyatta: regenerate the Nile Treaty for biodiversity and development of the nation. @EaccNet
‘Why kill us??????’ By Elephant
Mr. President, the protection of all rights begins with you.
Environmental conservation MUST be emphasised otherwise we’re losing our rich heritage to the poachers. Kindly
support the ﬁght against poaching and let's all be proud of our rich wildlife
Mr. President: protect our Heritage
Hello Mr President; you are excellent and awesome #coming from a teenager#. Keep doing the good job!  Avoid
pollution (main thing)
Wildlife conservation is key in preserving national heritage. Elephants, rhinos and lions must be protected.
Your Excellency, you are great!! We yang people are #wildlife warriors. Save the Nairobi National Park. #Alliance Girls
Make our world as children a better place, take a stand for wildlife!!! #wildlife warriors
Mr. President, make our animals worth saving! Now or never! #wildlife warrior
Dear Mr. President, my name is Wanyama. I grew up seeing many animals in my village. Now they are gone. Policies
on conservation MUST be implemented.
Our wildlife needs your protection!!
I don't want to lose them! #wildlife
Tighten the security around our rhinos and elephants to avoid their extinction in the near future
Mr. President, please don't allow CRBC to choke and break our coral, wash away our beaches and kill our amazing sea
life. Spend a little extra on the sea and save our heritage.
You’re Excellency, thank you for your good work together with Kenya Wildlife Service.
You have seen a rhino, your children have seen a rhino; will your grandchildren see a rhino?

Let no one corrupt the land that belongs to wildlife, we need enough space to keep our animals in this nation.
Dear President. Kill Ivory trade completely! Kibera School for Girls
Like the visitor cutlery in every African home, we should protect our wildlife Your Excellency Sir.
OUR TROPHIES OUR LIFE
Help us protect our wildlife and lower park fees for Kenyans.
Introduce Wildlife Awards in honour of conservationists/activists
Tonnes of elephant tusks in Thailand – how did they get there!!
We thank you for your support of our wildlife. Kibera School for Girls
I was here as a Wildlife Warrior to be celebrated!!
Uncle Uhuru, U saw the rhino, I your niece I happened to see, make sure my kids and grandchildren see one
Mr. President, let's have better scrutiny at the export and import points to check on the movement of Ivory in and out
of the country and try to devalue Ivory so nobody will kill the rhino/elephants
Dear H.E, pay rangers better and police. Spend money on them like you would spend money on your child's education.
Don't you dare touch that park! #tukomacho
Mr. President, the media shouldn't give market value of tusks e.g. ‘Tusks worth –Ksh. Impounded.’
Wildlife crimes should be prosecuted immediately
Please invest in the education of the young generation in Wildlife and Environmental Conservation. Thank you.
Dear Mr. President. Seek for a way to involve the people in wildlife conservation through a campaign.
Help us add value to our wildlife.
Please make me the elephants’ President. I can help!!
You have the capacity to stop the poaching in Kenya. DO IT.
Help us protect our wildlife so future generations may enjoy it too.
YES U CAN
Let's discuss about the privatisation of the wildlife sanctuary as a measure in preservation of indigenous species.
Create zones where those living in the parks can be relocated to reduce human and wildlife conﬂict.
We must stop immigration of wildlife to other countries, they belong and were meant for this ecosystem.
Mr. President. We advocate for sustainable development. I speak and champion for wildlife conservation.
Let development not lead to fragmentation of habitats.
Advertise our Kenyan tourism in Europe to allow the sector to grow.
“Protect us please Mr. President.” Elephant says
No poacher deserves to live, killing an animal is no diﬀerent from killing a human being. We are all part of nature.
Like father like son. You can do what Kenyatta did for wildlife.
Hi Mr. President. Keep up with the spirit of upgrading Kenya. See U soon.
Dear Mr. President. Let's invest more on ﬁghting poachers because our wildlife is our heritage and that will make us
work together as one.
Please Mr. President. Animals are dying. Wake up.
Ivory is only cute on the elephant.
Dear Mr. President. Just love elephants and rhinos.
It's not just an elephant, it's our HERITAGE. Mr. President: Declare wildlife a National Treasure.
It's not only wildlife that should be conserved, let's also keep their habitat.
Life without wildlife is miserable; do something Sir.
Dear Mr. President. Let the youth be involved in conservation activities.
Dear Mr. President, we as conservationists are tired of coming up with policies which are not being implemented. Let
the policies be put into action.
We've been blessed abundantly with both ﬂora and fauna, it's our duty to preserve them #wildlife warrior
You should talk to citizens that they said take care of wildlife because is healthy.
We, the young people of Kenya, want you to speak about the environment.
Enforce laws on wildlife and wildlife conservation.
Wildlife is Our Life! Like father like son: Mr. President, help protect.
Dear Mr. President, I believe all endangered species should be granted presidential protection. Your father once gave
this honour to a bull elephant named Ahmed. ALL wildlife should have this today.
You have the power to change….USE IT!
Assist – please protect wildlife
@UKenyatta disband the entire Nematode Board and institute it afresh. @EaccNet
Hello Mr. President, please support the youth in using art as an education platform for kids and Utes to minimise
ignorance in environmental conservation for a brighter future.
We need wildlife more than we think we do. It's high time we put that into practice.
The penalties placed to stop poaching should be revised and made stricter!
Please Mr. President, introduce wildlife conservation as a subject in the 8.44 systems as to sensitise people from a
young age.
Sir, if only you could put more eﬀort in wildlife conservation, we wouldn't be having these problems. You so don't
have to wait till it reaches a point of crisis to act. ENGAGE THE YOUTH!!
LET THE PENALTY FOR POACHING BE DEATH!!!
Dear H.E. #Bring back our elephants
Dear Mr. President, Rangers to be given good remuneration and salaries to reduce poaching.
Please Mr. President, help Kenya to implement the policies on wildlife.

From distressed killing to impressed survival.
WE ARE ELEPHANT VOICES
Let's help the young generation to become better and more considerate of their environment.
I find elephants to be godly in a way; killing the may trigger bad luck to the Nation.
Take care of elephants.
Conserve for sustainability.
Do your part too.
Be the change that you want to see.
Let us save our wildlife from extinction.
Good work Amboseli.
KTB up your game!
I volunteer to campaign against poaching. I must protect you elephants.
I am a Wildlife Warrior. I am the change.
Let's all protect the elephants.
LONG LIVE TIM!
WE DO NOT NEED COAL!! WE HAVE GEOTHERMAL. The largest plant FYI
(Drawing of giraffe crying) “Why kill us and yet we bring foreign exchange to you???”
Talking about wildlife conservation is a start.
By exploring ways we can use things to build their (young people's) attraction to wildlife such as games e.g. jigsaw
puzzles, crossword puzzles.
We need to be cognisant of the fact that it is our duty.
The solution lies in your head.
It was a very painful death for Ahmed. Let's stop more deaths of elephants by discouraging poaching.
Please don't kill our heritage. #elephant
Wildlife and the environment should be a huge topic in our government.
Mr. President, tell the Chinese to stop buying Ivory.
New minds should replace old ones, for example a suitable replacement for Phylis Kandie
@UKenyatta @EaccNet Attend FFD3 event in Addis 13-16 July. ‘Finance for development meeting’
Dear Mr. Uhuru, you are doing very poor, will fights fix it?
As for honour of President Uhuru Kenyatta, we as your country we beg you to add more guards for conservation of
wildlife.
Please tell Maggie we need her back!!
You are our voice, Save our Elephants
Our heritage and culture is intertwined with our wildlife. Don’t stand idly as we lose it.
Wildlife should be a BIG THING in Kenya
Employ more game wardens
Youth inclusion programme actively contributes to the grading system. Inspire youth to do more.
To President Uhuru, if you could just become as mad as you were about illicit brews in Central Kenya, to the point of
issuing directives, Please bring out hot anger and issue similar directives in regard to poaching, wildlife conservation,
rogue matatus and road accidents.
I am proud to be a wildlife warrior at this age, I urge you to become one too. Help us see a brighter future OUR
FUTURE AS KIDS IS IN YOUR HANDS
Encourage ecosystem boundaries when it comes to protection of biodiversity with large habitat range
You are blessed continue with our support!!
1) Poaching penalty = life sentence. 2) Animal entail trading penalty – Life sentence.
I am proud to be a wildlife warrior. Let’s hold our hand tightly and campaign against poaching
The animals are worth saving!
Something needs to be done to stop corruption in this country! It is a National disaster!
Mr. President, surely this crime cannot happen in your tenor. Do something.
Elephants do not only belong on our currency but in our country forever!!
Help create awareness of the importance of our wildlife.
Divorce the Chinese.
Please review the wildlife conservation and management act to help protect wildlife in Kenya.
Howdy Mr. President! Are you there? It’s me Rhino calling. I take you to be my guardian Angel, do you mind?
I had the pleasure of seeing this magnificent Elephant before he died. He (Ahmed) was lucky to have Presidential
protection- ALL our Elephants need protection!
We are asking your government to consider poaching as very serious crimes against our Heritage.
Reduce park fees.
Wildlife deserve to live and move. Strict laws and policies should be implemented.
Mr. President, Our hero! Our wildlife! Our Kenya!
Invest in Media Filming and Music in this Digital era to create awareness on wildlife protection.
The presence of elephant in the Kenyan note bill is an indication that they are of our heritage. Please find a better
way to protect them.
Use your power to accomplish this great deed.
Increase funding to wildlife protection.
Ensure life in prison for anyone involved in poaching, Presidential protection for all our elephants and rhino, preserve
our Natural Heritage. our Natural Heritage.

Don’t let Kenya/Africa loose what we are known for!!
Did you know that your great grandchildren can fail to see the elephants and other endangered wildlife? Please help
us to conserve the wildlife for the sake of future generations. Otherwise, we are happy you are an awesome leader.
Save the animals for the next generation!!!
Conservation studies should be compulsory, from pre-school!!
Declare elephants and rhinos national treasures to help save them from extinction.
My heart is in Africa, Africa is in my heart but there is no Africa without wildlife. Rally African Leaders to protect and
preserve wildlife.
Enforcement will increase the credibility of your government!
Let the price of killing an elephant be life imprisonment.
Ivory belongs to elephants.
Nairobi National Park is not a transit corridor. #stopSGR
Kusema na kutenda, release funds for wildlife conservation.
Save the National parks.
Ensure the removal of the beach walls along Malindi Marine Park, it has destroyed Turtle resting grounds!!
Elephants deserve to live just like us.
Nice work on perimeter fencing of our parks, genetic barcoding on wildlife, anti – poaching by KWS.
I think I may have found a way you can leave a political legacy in Africa. Save wildlife and they will erect monuments
all over in your honour.
Make sure my child sees a Rhino. Let the land set aside for wildlife remain untouched especially for development
reasons which reduce land for the new ecosystem.
Kill one elephant adopt two.
Kenyan government must put a lot of emphasis on poaching. Measures must be put into place.

Your Messages to WildlifeDirect About Wildlife Warriors Event
This was a truly amazing day of mixed minds. We all learned so much, we hope to see the eﬀects.
Happy that the young generation can make a diﬀerence!
It’s an awesome and amazing idea. It will indeed save wildlife.
Acoustics could be better. Diﬀerent venue next time?
Great day, great learning experience. Looking forward to the next one.
Good idea. Keep it up!!
What began here will change the world.
New engagement, diverse ideas, good to go
Great way for people to share ideas.
A very interactive, informative and wonderful session. Great people with great ideas.
Do this in every sizeable town in Kenya and East Africa many times.
Extravagant.
It has been indeed a great fantastic day. So engaging and interactive. I have learnt so much and also shared a lot.
Thanks for organizing this and keep it up.
Excited to ﬁnd what happen in the end.
Awesome stuﬀ, looking forward to more.
Thank you for this event, it was awesome. Please organize more of these kind.
Speaking for the voiceless, the animals can’t speak for themselves.
Brilliant idea you are the best.
It’s a great idea for giving ordinary people a voice.
Excellent initiative looking forward to report perhaps next time ring a bell or something after each session so mobility
happens more.
Loved this.
It’s really amazing to bond with nature.
Make more young heroes before they are poachers.
Thanks to Paula, Joy and the team at Brookhouse! I have felt Kenyans have one spirit to ﬁght against poaching lets
preserve our wildlife.
It’s a great day and lets’ keep together and stop poaching!!
It’s a good thing, lets’ make it good.
It’s beautiful, am already excited before the event starts. It’s been the best, I have learnt a lot.
Good initiative.
Try reach out to the indigenous communities for education.
This space reminds me of what is in the heads of our leaders.
Brilliant! Love it.
Really excited to be here.
Flabbergast.
I loved it, I will go and spread it so should you.
Wow! This what we want.
Wow, awesome to meet the wildlife warriors, keep the ﬁre burning!! Lets’ conserve our wildlife.
I love the interaction, awesome space!!
Happy to see people who like their wildlife.
From Maasai Mara University, we love the event and we would really like wildlife direct to visit our university campus
sensitization.
It is a rare and amazing experience.
Let not be the end.
Such an educative event. Thanks you all.
It was fantastic experience!
Euphoric.
Thumbs up!!
Done by Jess, I think Aunty Paula is a good wildlife director.
Baba yetu, #wildlifewarrior for life and bring back the elephants.
We reserve to conserve, we conserve to protect, and we protect to have a tomorrow that is beauty ad live with wild
animals.
Together we can make it real!
A wise man changes his decision once, a fool never.
#wildlifewarriors amazing movement #wecanchangetheWorld.
Proud to be a warrior.
We are eco-ninjas.
I am a wildlife warrior.
Let us keep our animals safe for the healthy nation.
I am a warrior with weapons! Poachers be warned!
Let us keep the ﬁre burning in protection of our wildlife.
Ogutu Dennis aka the wonderer.
The future Mathai.
I would like to share how I came to love elephants.
More please?
Great. We invite all of you for a walk in Maasai Mara. That will be hosted by Friends of Maasai Mara: get of FB, twitter;
ﬁnd friends of Maasai Mara on 3-4/10/2015.

Your messages for Satao and other Elephants
Quinter we miss you.
Losing the biggest elephant no other elephant can ﬁll your shoes.
Died but famous.
Sorry Mountain Bull.
Too sad for Mountain Bull but you are still existing.
We miss you Satao.
We are very sad for the death of Mountain Bull but all I can say is that he is being remembered
in our hearts.
So bad for him to leave us so unexpectedly. May he rest in eternal peace.
I miss you Satao, if all can be sane and conserve our wildlife.
Satao you boosted our country’s economy. We miss you.
Sorry to Satao’s family bulls.
Mountain Bull you are still remembered.
Speared?? Sad!! How money has robbed man his sanity. Poachers are animals to be poached!!!

